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Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.
2. An Elementary Course, extending through three years.
1. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2 . Adyanced _C ourse, two years.
3 . Kindergarten Course, one year.

l

The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualificat ion of the First Grade
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advancerl diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The best of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.

AD~ISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleg es are admitted to the Graduate Courses without
examination. Applicants holding a secon d-grade county certificate are admitted t o the Cclass
without examina tion. Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their neatest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach two years in the
public schools oftbe state.

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODE-RATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3.50
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
·
Catalogues, giving foll information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will
receive prompt att ention. Address the President,

GEO. R. KLEEEERGER,
St. Cloud.. Minn.

D

R=.=T.=A=.P=AT=--T_ISO_N,
DeNTIST.
♦

Over :l'lerchants National Bank

Dr. J_. HJ. BEATY,
l{on;ieopatl]ic f>lJl,J.siciat;) at;,d Sur-

ge:o.r,i.
OFFICE: Cornl'r Fifth ave. and First St. South.
Hours, 11 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. m.
Sunday at r esidence, 400 Fifth 1tve. S. T el. 14-2.

~- Jlteeland (#mand <(fo'Y',
"'-. !llendu✓•
/
McClure Block, 5th Ave. South .
Office hours from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
'l'!'lcphone call, RP~iddnce, ao.

- J S THE-

Teachers' Favorite Line
-TO-

~ ~

Cbicago and St. Louis and All
Points East and South.
I

ANO

GRAND CENTRAL

WEST HQTELS.

. ...., .

Buffet Library , Compartment and
li.ERTED WITft STEAl\11.
Standard Slec·pers, Reclining Chair
IlIGf{TEO WITH EuECT'~ICITY.
Ca rs (Seats Free), Dining Cars ( on
Auyone wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, w,tb 01· without board, satisfacCafe Plan.)
tion, prices and accommodation guaranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in Electric Lighted and Steam Heated
public schools and students at Normal.
Throughout.

.. ..... .

D, S, HAYWARD,
PROPRIETOR,

For tickets, maps, time tables, rates
and any information apply to your
lU1_$lJl CUlll.S 8.El JllE7:llJ.l, lJ.lJfE BE.SlJ.l Jf7:IJ'd.S, nearest railroad ticket ag·ent.
7{]\ID llt)f E BE_$lJl 6.El EVE1{¥lJlJflj',IG
in the meat line can be obtained at

KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
123 5 t h .Avenue South.

G-. S, BRIGHAM,
V\\.~~\.e\.~'\\. - ~'\\.~ - ~\\.\'ge,o'\\.,
Office, 27 5th Ave. South.
Residence, 424 3d Ave. South.

.. :Millinery..
Our fall line of Millinery is now ready
for your inspection. Our opening of
trimmed bats will belaterin the month.
A special reduction will be given Normal students.

·M• L. HULL

OR TO
J. R . HASTINGS,
General Snpt.,
St. Paul, Minn.

G. f!.

GEO. P. LYMAN,
Gen. Paaa. Agent,
St. Paul, Minn.

J)em-e$ic,
~

}I(

}l;t

/I(

of Minneapolis bas opened the
Photograph Studio· over Boyd's
store on St. Germain Street.

FIRST-CLASS CABINET PHOTOS 1.60 PER DOZ •

McDONALD & O'NEILL,
PROPRIETORS OP

Livery and City Hack Stables.
Hacks and Rigs Furnished on all Occasions,

505 St. Germain St. 109-111 Fifth Avenue South,

St. Cloud, Minn.
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STOP .ATTHE

MINNESOTA HOUSE.
/ -

When 1n Need of

i

r:::cC\

:SOOTS.,
S:E3:0ES and.
E ,:,.■ l3:SE BS.,
Do not forget to call on

.. J. W. WOLTER,

■

■

t he Cheapest Shoe man in the city.
614 St. Germain Street.

**

1:llso a great line of itennis Sboes.
A . T. PEFFER SELLS

Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
_Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 t o $5 per week. Special
rates by tbe month made on ap p lication.

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,
JAKE TROSSEN, Pro .
p

Dr. Reed's Cushion Shoe
This is the Easiest Shoe on Eat<t h.

.. 515 ST. GERMAIN ST.

:":1~;. (l;rocertest
l3rotbers

jfanc)2

... '5000

'50006

,

ano '.iLow !Prices ..

St. !Ilou~, !IOinn.

U7 5tb '.E\-oenue Soutb,

JOliN COATES,

LIVERY AND OMNIBUS STABLES.

_._.............,_.,_~____.,_~.....,._._.....__.,_.....___.............

First Street So., Opposite West Hotel.

Special Rates to Stnden,ts.

Kansas City Beef a Specialty.
Tel. 47
103 5th .Avenue South.

Best Livery i n the City . . . .
Buses nake all Trains.

SHAW & EAKER.

STUDENTS GO!
-TO-

Success ors to C. M. SMIT H a t the olrl stan d r,a,-ry
a fu ll line o l- -

GlJN.S, B.IVl1VHJN.ITION. A.NO

Swanson's
SPORTING ... GOODS
Steam Laundry, Bicycle• nnd 'l'runks Rep a ired .
8 5th Ave. N.
AUO. SWANSON, Prop.

Good Work•••• .• l.iow Price.
5 pedal ~ate to 5-tudetJts.

For First=C)ass Shoe Repairtng
,<1-0 To .

=

~IKM:AN.
I

114 5th Ave. 5.

St. Cloud, mnn.

Corner of fith Iva. and 1d 'St. South.
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YOU OUGHT TO SEE OUR STORE FULL OF

Fall and Winter Clothing for Men and Boys
AT PRICES THAT ARE M A RVELOUS LY LOW.
Men's Single Breasted Suits Men's Dress Suits Men's Trousers. Men' s Double Breasted
Suits Childnn's Suits . Men's Heavy Winter Overcoats. Boy's Overcoats
. a nd Reefers. Boy's Suits Fur Coats, Robes , etc . . . .

lJ P-T 0- DATE

CLOTH INC

Th ere is a fres hness_ a nd or!gina.lit y aho ~t the
styles , highest of art, m tailormg Word pictures
can't d o the clothing justice. 'fhe charm is seeing the goods . 'fhe m1tte rials are the best that the looms
of th e world produce and the:v are p ut togetlwr to stay. We like everything about it but thP price and
you will like that. Will yuu come in and see what we have to offer?

' Bargain Clothiers.Hatters ,
and Furnishers; Trunks, Bags, etc.

-----

METZROTH BROS •

FR ITZ GUY, Watchmaker and Optician.
Largest stock of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Clocks, Silver
Novelties, Cut Glass and G old P cms. Spectacles carefully fitted .

•

An d erso n. Estey , "ltnr·y & Cla rk, Clough ana Warren Pianos and Organs. Washburn Guitars, Mand o lins and Banjos from $ 15.00 up . Latest in sheet m u sic at h a lf price. Watches. Jewelry a nd Spectacle
wo rk done in the best ma on er at reaso nabl e p rices. 709 St. Germain street.
·

~to£~9,J!!Pl!er
)Prices to Stu~ents.

We have a new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them in
our latest Platinos.
701 St. Germain St.
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Editor.in-Chlef ....... ........... .. .................. Ed. M. Gans.
Associate Editor ......................... P. M. Magnusson.
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NOTICE.
Subscribers will receive the Nornzalia
untz7 notice of. discontinuance zs given
and all arrearages are paid.
. A blue mark here (
) means that
your subscription has expired.
Students' Contributions.

It seems necessary that a few words
be said on the subject of students' con-·
tributions. Now by students' contributions to this paper we do not mean
financial contributions only, although
tha t is very necessary to the life of a
paper, but we mean here, " literary con-

NUMBER 2.

tributions" especially. The NoRMALIA
board has decided to make the NORMALIA a student paper more· than ever
this year. Its aim has been to get as
many students as possible on the staff
and its next task is to get all the material for the N ORMAIIA from the students. We do not ask this material
from you because we are thinking only
of the benefit it will bring to the paper,
but we are very altruistic and would
not ask you for contributions did we
not candidly believe that you will receive some benefit from the work you
do in preparing a paper for publication.
Let us look at this matter from severa! standpoints. Fint, what benefit is
it to you, second, to the N ORMALIA,
third, to the school and fourth, to the
readers?
First, what benefit ·do you receive
from it? Let us suppose that you have
a favorite topic or subj ect, as no doubt
each one of you has, in which you take
a great interest. You are asked to write
a paper on this subject. Now what
does this mean? It means that you
must do a great deal of extra r eading,
you have to make yourself familiar with
as many phases of the subject as p0ssible. You must make your paper a .
model of English composition. It is
hardly necessary to call your attention
to the benefit derived from writing this
paper. You certainly know the subject better than you did before you be-
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gan. You have wicfened your range ot
knowledge, and had excellent practice
in English composition. In addition
to this you have put forth an 'extra effort; you have had to do extra work.
Has this effort, this extra work been of
no benefit to you? You have done
something for the good ot others. It
is a psychological tact that if you have
an emotion a-nd you allow this emotion
to express itself in action this emotion
becomes stronger.
Your emotional
feeling' of ,do ing good to others has
been strengthened in writing this paper,
in allowing this feeling to exp ress itself
in action. You · are th erefore better,
both mentally and morally.
How does it benefi'c the N ORMALIA?
It means in the first place that the
NORM ALIA is going to be a strong _student's paper. It is going to make the
paper of especial interest to the stude nt s and thus help it to gain its end.
The NoRMALIA has always been known
as a student's paper, and by our new
scheme it will become mo re intimately,
more entirely a student's paper than
ever before. This scheme is as follows:
Each one of the classes of the Normal
is to publish a -number of the NOR~
MALIA. Thus each one in the school
will have a share in publishing a NORMALIA. We do not expect each one to
write a long paper. Let us have short
ones and enough of them, and it will
aid greatly to the success ot the paper.
It is t o the student's benefit that the
NOR MALIA should be a success, and it
rests with the studertts to make it a
success. The Seniors have begun the
work. This NORM ALIA has been gotten
out by the Seniors. Everything in it
has been contributed by t he Seniors.
There are only fifteen of them, and if
they can furnish enough material there
is no reason why the other classes cannot do the same.

How does it benefit the school? To
a certain degree the NORM ALIA is
looked upon by outsiders as a representative of the Normal sc hool, and
the work done here. Since this is true
we, as students of the Normal, owe it
to the institution to make it the best
representative possible.
By contributing material to th e NORMALIA you, as
student s, will show what kind of work
is being- done here. You will be giving
us only the best work, and ,as such, it
really fulfills its function in showing
the grade of work done here. There
are some people who are prejudiced
against Normal schools simply because
they do not see the work that is being
done. Many of these cannot and do
not visit the school, and so are unable
to see the work which is being done.
Now if they should happen to pick up
one of our papers gotten out by the
stud ents and see the work which is being done, they would look at this
school trom a different standpoint, and
instead of being oppm;ed to it would
give it their hearty support.
How does it benefit the readers?
Those who read the NORMALIA are go·
ing to derive some benefit from it. It
may call their attention to a phase of
the subject which has never occurred
to them. It may draw their attention
to a subject upon which they have
never thought. In either case it will
in all probability lead them to look up
the subject for themselves, and in this.
way you will have been the means of
widening some one's range of knowledge. In this way the readers get more
varied reading and also get the views
on certain topics of a number of persons.
Let each class, therefore, do its best,
and the scheme that has been started
by the Seniors will be a success.
throughout the year.
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great deal for such children by g1vmg
them better control of their minds.

In observing postures and movements, attention was directed to their
Motor Ability.
symmetry or asymmetry, the sign of
BY CORA MAYBURY Al'ID JAS. A. PETRIE. equal or unequal action of the two sides
"Knowledge of children is power to of the brain. Symmetrical action usual· the school manager or teacher." In ly means a higher condition of strength
the room there are many different types than asyn_imetrical action. In using the
of children, each havin g its own char- arms and hands as an index to the brain
acteristic nature and tendencies. We action we had the children hold their
must know how to treat each of them . arms above their heads out of sight.
After lea rning the natures we know In most cases th e! left arm was a little
just what to expect from each. If the lower or moved more than the right,
work is conducted without due regard much so in the case of one little girl of
to the many kinds of mmds, to how six years. One little boy showed that
many of them are w e doing an injustice his right side is weaker than his left.
and g iving cause for discouragement? "A iypical sign of strength is tha t the
There are siJns by which to judge hand be straight extended, the fingers
whether a child is dull or brigh t, ner- straight with the for e-a rm and shoulvous or steady. It is ess~ntial in this der ; the palm of the hand straight, not
study to know just what to observe in contracted laterally; th e arms parallel
the in_dividual during each exercise. In to one another, straight at the elbow,
this test wurk the physical movements and both on a level with · the shoulder.
This indir.ates a robust, well-balanced
were observed.
All movements in the body are pro- nerve system. In our observations we
duced by the action of the nerve sys- noticed in many of the children a drooptem upon the muscles. If we see a ing and tremor of the thumb and fourth
muscle moving we know that currents finger. The thumb-clrooping is due to
. of nerve-energy are being sent out fatigue or the occurrence of slight
through the different nerves to that weakness, while trembling of the
muscle. So . in children we see move- fingers is nervous twitching. In havments which show the nervous condi- ing children stand on their heels, their
tion of their system, Postures are also toes, it was the left foot that seemed to
signs of the condition of the nerves, as wish to sink first and that, in several
they are the results of the movements. cases, trembled so. One boy proved
The condition of the child is also shown to us that his left is stronger than his
in the form and proportions. It has right.
been concluded that defect in physical
development is often accompanied by
dullness. It is claimed that physical
exercise, training the children to move
with exactness and precision, is doing a

There are forms of weakness and
fatigue indicated by weakness of the
spine. This was tested by letting the
children stand with heel'l together,
head up, and hands by their sides.
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With but one or two exceptions, all
swayed their bodies, moved hands and
heads. They were then asked to close
their eyes• and do the same. All
swayed more and increased all movements, showing th at seeing seemed to
steady their nerves. In walking backwards with eyes closed, four took very
short steps, six kept feet close together, four walked to their r ight, two
pretty straight and the other t wo to
their left, showing that the left side was
weaker in most cases.
The effort to sit still for half a minute was accompanied by twitching of
eyelids, continual slight movements of
he;id, fingers, etc. One boy six years
olcl held his breath. One girl six years
of ag·e mo ved fingers a great deal,
shru:2g,·d her shoulders a nd arms, and
jerk,d her head ha ck wards and sideways, besides twitching the . corners of
her mo uth a great deal. Movements
of the head have their signs also . The
weight of the h·e ad makes it fall forward if the muscles do not hold it up,
so, as fatigue comes a nd passes on to
sleep, the head may fall more and more
forward till it is bowed on the breast.
This bowed position , though it indicates something ab~ut th e condition of
t he hrain, is not solely caused by the
brain action . Extension of the head is,
used in arts to ind icate intense admiration. There is a posture of the head
indicating weakness of the nerve-system. You may see the head partially
bent or flexed, and rotated and sl:ghtly
inclined to the same side. This is common in weak children, the head bends
away from the weakest side.
In most of the exercises the face
movements were pronounced. Mental

anxiety is expresfed mainly in the upper part of the face by vertical furrows,
while horizontal furrows are not movements of an inte llect ual kind. In the
facial expression of pai~ originating m
the limbs or body, thr> signs are mainly, the angles of the mouth being
drawn down. Fatigue and exhaustion
are indicated in the face by a relaxed,
toneless condition of the muscles and
scarcely any cha,n ge of expression,with
a slight falling or lengthening of the
fac e. If strong and unequal nerve-currents are sent to opposing muscles, a
quivering or tremor of the part moved
by the muscles occurs: e. g. A child
has hurt hi s finger, but is trying hard
not to cry; we shall see the muscles of
th e mouth quiver, until, finally, the
effect of the injury to the finger acting
upon the nerve-centers becomes the
stronger force, the angles of the mouth ,
are depressed, and the outbreak of sobbing follows. In the efforts to sit still
and stand still the twitchings of the
mouth, eyes and fingers were probably
du e to straining the muscles so as to
cause them to tremble.

In watching the movements of the
eyes, notice should be taken of whether
or not they are guided by the sight or
sound of objects around.
Irregular
mo ve men ts of the eyes are analogous
to spontaneous twitchings of the fingers.
In these wandering, irregular movements of the eyes we find an illustra- ·
tion of a common law, that excessive
movement is often an indication of
weakness, not of strength; the same
thing is seen in the twitching movements of nervous children. ln one boy
of ten years these excessive movements
were intense, in trying to stand still or
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stand on heels or toes; his eyelids were
squeezed, as it were, and his mouth
twitched.
In the first and second grades the
movements of the body as a whole
were intense. But they decreased in
the third grade and were hardly noticeable in the fourth g rad e . The
movements that seemed to imcrease in
intensity in the higher grades were the
facial expressions.
'
The swaying movements in a child
are natural, but if these movements are
noticed in an adult there is cause for
fe ar. If in the adult, movements of
the face do not take place there is ·rea·s on for worry.
So by watching children at work or
play, one can readily understand the
condition of the nerve-system, and, according to such, can, at least help
remedy the deflects. "Do not stop a
child's movements unless yo u know
why you do so. You should no more
wantonly arrest a child's movements
without due cause than throw a stone
at an animal without just cause."
Genesis of t he Will.
MARY FERRABY.

Different psychologists have different th eories as lo what Will is. The
following are three of the views held:
(I) It is a master that can make us
do whatever it choses, right or wrong,
as it 1s or is not co ntrolled by the will
of God. ( 2) WiJl governs our actions
but we govern our will. ( 3) Will instead of being a separate factor is all
other psychic factors in action.
Sensations are the first and lowest
springs to action. They are constantly pouring into our minds but not all
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of them are immediately converted into action, some being built up into percepts, concepts, ideas and idea complexes which produce not - only action but
co-ordinated action.
Will also gives r ise to action or nonaction, but all actions do not indicate
the prese nce of volition. All actions
not willed are called reflexes. In the
case of reflex activitie s a stimulus enters the brain and sets fre e energy
which goes out along oft traveled paths
and causes ,1ction without the conscious
interposition of the mind of the individual.
Refl\:!xe s are of three kinds viz., acquired, instinctive and impulsive reflexes.
Acquired reflexes or habitual
movements are those -which once required consciousness and will for their
performance but which have been repeated until they have become autom atic. They require but dim consciousness and are almost if not entirely removed from the control of the will. If
anything goes wrong consciousness and
will intervene and set things right and
the action again becomes automatic.
Instinctive reflexes are still more a utomatic. They are the result of ancestral effort and are withdrawn from
individual consciousness.
Impulsive
actions may be either of the other two.
A good example of reflexes are the
activities of yo un g children. These
activities are at first purely automatic.
If traced back into the race it would be
found that in r emote ages these activitives had a rudiment of consciousness
which has been gradually removed as
the race developed; just as the child in
his first efforts in learning to walk, is
painfully conscious of every movement
but by a repetition of the movements he
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becomes less conscious of them until
finally they become purely mechanical.
There are activities which seem to
be directed by the will which we be1ieve are not under its control because
they have been performed when the
psyche was seemingly absen t. These
actions often seem to be directed hy
thought, to have a see mingly purpose
and to accomplish useful ends which are
related to the external cause. But we
cannot judge from the apparent direction, nor by the end gamed as to
whether an act is volitional or not.
Reflexes and instinctive acts ,are the
low est kind of act ivities but they form
the basis upon which rest the individual
and con sc ious activities g1:owing out of
fe elings, de,;ires, passions and appetites
whic h a re mo re complex and lei-s stable
th a n the refl~x activities.

end we must see the necessary steps
and the order of the ste.p s by which it
may be accomplished. We then will
perform the act by willing to perform
the steps.
There is no such thing as isolated
desires. They ar e all internally connected with each other and whe11 one
de si re comes up others come wi th it.
Thus arises the possibility of desires
conflicting which necessitates a choice
because the individual imagines more
than one way in which he can satisfy
the self. In · making the choice the
person chooses that which has the
least resistance and the greatest attraction. Resistance is lessened by frequent repetition and attraction is increased by associations with self.
When the conflicting desi res come
up and before the choICe is made the
pe rso n is said to be 10 a state of hesitancy. When the choice is made the
chosen desire becomes a motive for
action. We then will to act and the
act is performed. If all of the desires
are rejected the choice becomes a
motive for inhihite<l action and we will
not to act.

In the devdop ment of volition the
fir st step is desire. Desire grows out
of or arises trom a present state of unsatisfactoriness and seems to serve as a
motive to bring about the action of the
will. It consists of two phases : ( r)
Present conditions that are unsatisfactory, ( 2) imag ined · conditions that
would be more sa tisfactory than preHi~her still we have complete volisent conditions. (There can be no de- tion. This is the idea motor activity
sire as lon g as we are satisfied with growing out of ideas which are copresent conditions. )
ordinated, very firm and complex. In
The transition from the present un- complete volition we not only have resatisfactory condition to an imagined flexes co-ordinate with reflexes, desires
m ore satisfacto ry condition is by asso- with de&ires, and rational tendencies
cia tion. We think about those ideas with rational tendencies but there is
that contain the remnants of previous also a ca-ordination all of which are
conditions that were satisfactory. The direct to a point: the end to be attained.
desire entertained in our mind sets free
Our actions may be controlled someenergy which tends to accomplish th~ times by the co-ordmation of the higher
desire, and if entertained long enough, activities and sometimes by the cowill accomplish it. To reach a desired ordi"nation of the lower activities.
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When this is the case we have two an optical instrument that will give as
psychic edifices, the · higher and the perfect results 11.s the- human eye.
lower.
The low er and the higher
In the discussion that follows I have
activities sh@uld be c0-ordinated, with taken for granted that the reaJer is althe lower subordinate to the higher. ready familiar with the mechanism, that
We should have them so thoroughly is, with the strncture and arrangements
built together that when low thoughts of the different parts of the eye; and I
come into our minds, good thoughts will therefore pass at once to the diswill by association, come in and gain cussion of the physiology of vision, the
the ascendancy. Our actions will then question of how we see.
When we wish to get a good view
be controlled by the higher instead of
our lower thoughts and they will be of some object we stare at it. That is
good instead of bad. We cannot help look at in such a way that the image
having low thoughts but we can build of the object shall fall on the yellow
such a psychic edifice that with!the bad spot of the retina. In staring the
will come something that will _ over- lens is alsp accomodated for near
or distant vision.
In order that
power it. This is character.
Character may be defined as the there may be a sensation produced
psychological expression of a certain in the eye light must enter it, reflected
How does this
organized body. It is a development from some object.
and not something that comes as a gift light enter the eye?. Before answering
from above as some would like to con - the above question, let us consider for
sider it. Ribot says: "It does not a moment what light is.
come from above, but from below; it
The fact is now generally accepted
'is a sublimation of inferior elements." by physicists that light is due to and
Volition, considered as the power to consists in vibrations in the ether. The
act, is the highest form of activity.
It number of these vibrations per second
is the combined expression of the emo- varies from 7 50 trillion in violet light
tional and intellectual activities. Ribot to 400 trillion in red light. Between
compares volition to the keystone ofan these two extremes we have shades
arch, one side of the arch being the ex- and colors corresponding to each wave
ternal or ' intellectual side and the other from 750 to 400 irillion. That is,
the internal or emotional side. It is an they vary in vibration frequentcy, and
outgrowth of the intellect and emo- for ttach frequency there is one col0r,
tions but once there it keeps them theoretically speaking.
from falling and to it they owe their
As these vibrations or currents of
existence.
energy strike the cornea they pass
through the different refractive media
Physiology, Psychology and Develop. of the eye. In the crystalline lens the
ment of Vision.
rays of light are decomposed in to the
BY W. T. STURE.
colors of the spectrum.
Through
In spite of man's great inventive th e layer structure of the lense with
genius it still remains for him to invent unequal powers of dispersion all these
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colors are focused so as to strike the
retina at the same time. These rays
of light form a perfect image on the
yellow spot. This im.age is real, inverted and diminish ed. We said ·a p erfeet im age, because both spherical and
chromatic aberration have been overcome; the former by the movability of
the iris, the latter by the construction
of the crystalline lens. As soon as
these vibrations strike the retina the
visual purple and visual yellow begin
to bleach out into a white. This sets
up a current of energy in each nerve
fibre running from each rod and cone
into th e optic nerve and thence in to the
visual tract of th e brain.
It is supposed by some and seems
re::isonable th at each one of these rods
and cones responds most readily to a
currnll of energy with vibra tions of a
given frequ ency . T hat is, each rod
or cone take s up li g ht vibrations causing a ce rtain color. This explains how
we are able to distinguish colors. In
that i,vay certain nerve fibres would
carry the sensations caused by the di£ferent colors. This as well as whr1t
we have said before shows the great
importance of the rods and cones in
seeing. We m ay even say that seeing
without them is impossible, as is seen
in the blind spot in the eye; and that
the more numerous, especially the
cones, the more acute the sense of seemg. This is proven by the yellow spot.
The visual purple in the rods and
cones is stored up during the night or
in the dark and destroyed by the light
during the day. The reason that we
cannot see when first entering a dark
room is that the visual purple bas been
destroyed and in a short time, general-

ly, w~ can see much better because the
purple has .in part be en restored. Again
in comin g from a dark room into one
well lighted ou r eyes \\·ill pain us, for a
moment due to t he breaking down of
th e visual purple stored up while we
were in the dark. Here we see that
this dazzling effect of bright light 1s
not due to the size of the pupil as is
generally sup posed.
Having some idea of the physiology
of the eye we will now pass on and
consider briefly the psychology of seeing; or how we know that the inverted image of a tree form ed on the retina is really the image of a tree and
not of a dog or a horse. As soon as a
current of energy r eaches the brain
through some afferent nerve an intense activity takes place in the grey
cells of the brain cortex . . This explosion starts another current t ending
to some sort of action. The parts ·of
the brain concerned in seeing are
know n as the visual tracts and are in
the superior regions of the occipital
lobes.
An image is formed on the retma of
th e eye, but is not transferred to the
brain. Instead a message is sent, that
is, currents of ener gy. These change
the structure of some of the brain cells.
The power to know what these messages mean comes only through experience, facilitated greatly, in so me
cases at least, by hereditary tendencies.
From large number of expenences we
have learned what inferences to make.
Th e only thing we get directly through
the eye without experience, ~s the
ability to discriminate shade of color.
This is due to the fact that different
nerve fibres are excited by the differ-
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·ent color vibrations and are carried
separately to the brain.
Again in interpretini:; what we see the
muscles of the eye play an important
p art . There are six pair of these; two
pair acting obliqu ely. These muscl es
aid us greatly especially in telling distance and direction. In determining
the size and shape of objects seen ,
muscular and touch sensations aid
greatly. Before we hav e experience
throug h these st:nses we have no id ea
·of sh ape nor of solidity. Our images
-a re of flat surfaces.
Thus we notice th at through experi·ence and a com bin;uion of to uch a nd
muscular sensations we are able to interpret in term s· of knowledge what
we see. Th:s is a slow pro cess . and
t he child goes thro ugh many disagree. able experiences before he learn s the
1esson of psy chi c seeing.
The final point th at we wish to consider is the developmen t of v1s10n m
t h e child.

By the end of the four th or fif th
month of the fo ~tal life the parts of the
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the first hours of . life. This seeming
inability is not the fault of the eye, but
is due to the corresponding nerve
and brain tracts not being fully connected .
The first se nsation that the child
gets through the eye is th at of light.
This sensation is experienced from the
fir st hours of birth and is one ot feeling
rather th an seeing. The child seems
to enjoy a moderate light as is shown
by his turning to let the hght enter.
A rea l bright light will c~use him to
close his eyes. If asleep and a bright
light be brou g ht nea r to him he will
wrinkle his face, showi ng that he feels
th e lig ht.
This action on the part of the babe
is purely reflex. We may in pa rt say
th at all the movements of the eye ball,
eye lids and eyes are during the first
days reflex . Some of these movements
beco me voluntary later in life.
There is no doubt but that the oculomoto rius is complete in every res pect
when the child is born, but the brain
tracts and nerves concerned as well as
the muscles have no t yet become correlated. All these must slowly be acqui1·ed before t·he movements of the
eyes and lids become regular and be neficial. The only movement, according
to Tracy , th at is inherited comple te is
"bl inking. "
T his is, probably, the
only movemen t that is absolutely ne cessary for the first few hours of a
child's life. Perfect movemen ts of t he

eye ball are completed. The eye lids
follow and the whole eye seen externally is complete. As far as we can
tell th ere are no visu al sensa tions during
the foetal period . T wo reasons may
be given for this theory, first th e
lack of proper stimuli, secondly, to tal
absence of light and air. As we have
a lready said the eye itself is complete
and perfect at least two months before other parts are slowly acquired and
birth as h as been proven on children first at the end of from the fifth to the
·of prem ature birth.
tenth day do we fin d p erfect, correlatDuring the firs t few minutes or .hour ed movements of these parts.
the child, probably, neither sees nor
The feeling of light rather than seefeels the light. One thing is certain, in g it goes on during the first days of
the child does not see anything durin g th e child's life. Later he begins to see,

•
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but during the first nin e days his seeing or feeling simply . consists in staring. Generally he will stare at a light
or anything giving the eye a pleasant
feeling.

the first attempts are more or less unsuccessful. Still from the third to the
fifth month this power of active observation is acquired. Some children,
it is true, have been found who have
Some children have been observed this power as early as the sixth week,.
to look at an object before the end of but as a general thing the rule g iven
the first week. This is only staring holds true. During the first stage of
as has been proven by removing the_ this power, it will be observed that the
bright object when the child would child does not look a t anything disstill continue to stare in the sam e direc- tant, nor any thing moving very rapidly, but with this last named power fully
tion as before.
Following the period of staring acquired the child becomes a somecomes the period when the child be- what in tellegnt seeing human being.
gins to look at :m object. The ability to His physiological seeing is at least
perfect.
Psycho logically he
fix the eye on an object and hold it the re about
does not come until a little later. This doe s not at the end of the sixth month
ability to fixate an object varies in dif- see completely. H ~ must wait even
ferent children. In one child it was yet for his other senses a nd his own
noticed on the nth day . In another ability to move about before he is able
it was fixated on tlie 14th day. Again a to rightly interpr et what he sees with
child was found who fixated an ob- his physiological eye.
As we have .said the child does not
ject first in the fourth week. Takin g
yet see very much although his eye
an average of the list of experiments
mechanism is complete. The ability
mad e, w e find th at the ability to fixate
to see psychically comes only through
an object begins about the fifth week.
expe rience.
The child at first only
The n ext new step in advance is the
sees objects near by. If he sees anychild's ability, not only to fixate the
thing at a distance he does not yet disobject, but also to follow it if in motion.
tingui sh it, nor is he able to tell anyThis • power is, probably , acquired
thing about the relative distances of
from the fifth to the seventh week. At
these objects from himself. Before the
first this ability to follow is very imchild 1s able to comprehend distance he
pe rfect . . If the object be moved rapidmust be able to move aro und.
ly the child will lose sight of it, as alIn order to know anything about size
so if th e object be moved vertically inand shape of objects he must bring his
stead of horizontally. The head is,
muscular and touch sensations together
generally, motionless in th ese cases.
with his visual sensations, and beThe following is accomplished by the
fo re this is done his vi su al images are of
movin g of the eyes.
fla t surfaces, merely "patches of colo r"
The fourth stage in the development as Tracv savs.
of the child's vision is his ability of
So w~ notice that although the eye
actiYe search fo r an object, or a person mechanism and nerves connecting the
calling him. As in the previous case eye with the visual tract are complete-
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bab~ requires many years for its complete development.
Again we say
what. we said at the beginning of this
essay, nature makes no mistakes. If it
What has been said above oi the had been bette r for us to have been
child's ability to interpret visual sensa- born with all our organs and faculties
tians applies also to his ability to dis- compl ete, nature would have made us
tinguish color. Some children have so. But natu re in its process of bringquite early in life shuwn an app recia- ing fort h a hi g her type of manhood and
tion of color in that they have sho wn wouianhood provided a home training,
that they like bright colors better than a training by the mother's side as necesda rk. Yet very little can be done in sary to brin g torth a race capable of
findin g out what children know about love, sy mpa thy and patience, such as
c olors until they can talk. Expe ri- she wo uld have.
Hen ce th e human
meats on children from two to four babe is bo;n with many inabilities which
years old have shown tha t color terms necessitate that he remain with his
are not easily acquired. He may be mother, and also makes the mother de...
a ble to distinguish the primary colors pendent upon the babe. Through this
perfectly if the terms are not brought process of bringi ng up chi ldren, the
in, but in associ.iti ng term and color mother of today has slowly been evolvm any mistakes are ma de at first. In ed. The tirst human mother WdS by
view of what has already been sa id • no means the equal of the one coming a
about the rods and cones of the retina, century later, nor th at one with the
and that it is possible th at each one of high ty pe of w omanhood that we find at
these take up vibrations correspondin g prese nt. What we have said shows
to the differen t cok>rs : we r eadily under- one great reason for the inabilities of
stand why the child should be a ble to the human babe at birth . Through
a ppreciate th e d ifferent color sensa- these imperfections the savage mother
tions before he is able to apply th e has been changed into the mother of
right color term. Befor e this can be tenderness, gen tleness, unselfishness and
-done, some new association paths must of love.
b e made in the cor tex of the brain,and,
u ntil these beome fully established, the
The Traveliu g Sand Dunes.
ability to name c0lors as they are preBY J. w. CLIPPINGER .
sented will be ::;low an d imperfect.
Wh en the g lac ier retreated fro m
As we have considered this subject of southern Mi chigan, it left a bay abo ut
vision we have noticed many disabilities a mile and a half wide and two miles
a t first on the part of the child, and we long at the point where the St. J oseph
may be led to wonder why the child's and Pawpaw rivers empty into the lake.
.
As soon as the ice had retreated fr om
visual appar atus was not complete
from th·1s part o f t 11e 1a k e, the waves com.
the first.
The lower
ammals
are ' mence d t o b u1·1d a b ar across the mouth ·
.
·
generally able to provide for themselves of the bay. As time went on the bar
from the very start, whereas the human rose to the surface of the water and anly developed during the first year, yet
the ability to know what he sees comes
only thro?gh, a longer and more varied
·expe1 ience.
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.other was formed farther out in the
lake. The waves still continued to
pile up sand on the newly formed shore
and the wind which is usually from off
the lake, blew it over into the bay beyond.
This process has been going on for
thousands of years, and today if we go
to St. Joseph we will find no bay, but a
low, level plain. Out in the lake about
one hundred fifty yards we notice a
line parallel with the shore, where the
lake changes in color from its lake blue
to a greenish cast. This color changes
again at the next bar, abou_t seventyfive yards from shore, to a grayish cast.
And again about thirty yards from
shore it takes the sa m e appearance as
the water of our little lakes.
Just at the edge of the water the
shore rises very abruptly two or three
feet. Back of this a few yards there is
a depression of a few inches where the
sand being dryer than at the , shore, is
blown away. Up the beach about one
hundred yards we will find a ridge
nearly parallel with the shore, having
a gradual slant on the lake side and a
very abrupt decline on the land side.
Back about an eighth of a mile we will
see th e same kind of a ridge only on a
much larger scale. This ridg·e is about
one hundred fifty feet high.
Suppose we take a walk back across
th is ridge or dune. We see the dry
sand drifting close over the surface,
leaving small ripples, with th eir long
slant toward the lake. As we walk up
the dune from the lake side, we are
somewhat surprised to see how solidly
the sand is packed. Our shoes scarcely
sink into it at all. But when we have
reach ed the top of the ridge and start
down the other side we find the decent
very steep and the sand so soft that
we sink into it above our knees.
If we watch one of these dunes a

little we may detect its mode and rateof motion. Suppose we stain some ot
the sand near the foot of the dtine on
the lake side and after two or three
windy days go back and look for ourstained sand. We !:hall find it no longer near the foot of the dune where we
left it: but drifting over the top or
down on the 'land side. Suppose now
that we drive a stake down in the sand •
at the top of the dune and come back
to see it after a few months . We will
find it no longer at the top of the dune
but some yards down the lake side;·
with the most of it exposed. Thus we
may discover that in the summer,.
when there is little constant wind this
great sand hill travels only a yard per.
month; but in the winter, when thereare strong northwest winds it sometimes travels ten or twelve yards pe r ..
month. Let us go back to the dune
again and put a board, on which we
have placed our mark in the sand on
the lea of the dune, if we watch it a little while we shall see it gradually covered up and we would naturally say,
"Well we will never see that again,"
but let us come back next year and we
will probably find our board on the
lake side of the ridge.
So we see this huge cylinder of sand
about two miles long and one hundred
and fifty feet in diameter gradually
rolling back over the country, filling upour valley.
By the time this dun e has traveled
a half a mile back · the small one near
the shore will have attained its full
size and will continue th e endless sand
invasion of our glacial valley.
The Study of Science.
BY H. WILLIAM HIBBARD.

That science has not always been
held respectable or safe is evident from
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'history. Take fo.r instance the case of
,Copernicus.
Had he advanced his
theory that the sun and not the earth
is the center of the solar system to the
public when he first wrote it l).e might
have lost his head; for the mediocre
world had not yet been educated to
receive and comprehend such great
ideas.
But the world has slowly come to
acknowledge the ri g ht, yes the neces sity of studying nature.
Science is nothin g but trained and
organized common sense, differin g
from the latter only as a veteran may
,d iffer from a raw recruit , and its
m ethods..d iffer trom th ose of common
·sense only as the guardsman's cut and
thrust differ from the manner in which
.a savage wields his club. The primary
power is the same in each case and
p erhaps the un tutore d savage has the
more brawny arm ot the two. The
real advanta ge li es in the point and
poli~h of the swordsman's weapon, i-n
the trained eye quick to spy out the
weakness of the adversary, in the
ready hand prompt to follow it on the
instant. But after all , the sword exercise is only th e hewing and poking
-of the clubman deve loped and perfected.
As primeval man begins the study of
nature he must know himse lf in his
relations to her, and he discovers that
certain laws cannot be broken without
bringing inevitable and terrible results
upon the law breaker.
Thus we have a beginning, rude as
it may be for the foundation of the
study ot physiology, which imparts to
him th e information most essential for
his well being, and without which manlkind would have remained undisciplined m a science, whose snbject matter
would best develop their powers of
-observation, ignorant of facts of the
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deepest importance for their own and
others' welfare blind to the richest
source of beauty in God's creation, and
unprovided with that belief in a li",'ing
law, and an order manifesting itself in
and through endless change and
variety.
Thus if physiology is absolutely necessary for the best development of
primitive man, ()ught it not to be more
necessary for the child, who in a few
years lives the entire life ot the human
race!
Again systematic teaching in physiology can not be carried on· with success, until the student has attained to a
certain knowledge of physics and
chemistry for as the phenomena of life
are dependent not only on vital, but
also on p hysical an d chemical forces;
they result in all kinds of physical and
chemical changes, which can only be
judged by their own laws.
Thus it appears that it is quite nece ssa ry for the pu pil to have some
knowledge of the ru di ments of science,
whil e in the grades, that he may do
justice to himself and to his studies.
Yet it is often urged that while the
pupil may do some work in elemtntary
texts on physio logy, he cannot understand 6r master problems in physics or
chemistry. Let us examine this assertion. Take for insta nce the principle
of levers. Every boy, who has pulled
out a fence post or rolled a log over
the ground, knows that he gai ns a
mec hanical a dvantage by using a lever,
and that there is a difference in the
application of the two levers; but concerning the mathematics of the two
cases, he thinks is totally ignorant; But
as a matter of fact he really understands the whole problem, mathematics and all, only he is not yet accustomed to the school room way of
thinking it.
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The same is true of ex.perim ents in ~~~
chemistry, the pupil can see, if sulphur
PERSON.ALB & LOCALS
and copper filings are put into a test
tube and melted, the result, and may
................ ,........ 1,.......,,••••••• ,1.._•••
accurately describe it; but he could not
The Seniors are feeling better.
write the tormula CutS= CuS. But his
Who is goi ng to bring the crackers
knowledge added to the skill of the
and cheese?
teacher ought to bring about the deMr. D. Setchfield of '98 visited his.
sired result.
alma mater the first of the month. Mr.
From this it is obvious that the pupil S. expects to be master of a "oormal"·
does not understand the book knowl- school in the near future.
edge of mother nature, for God in all
Miss Lottie Thacker will be found
his omniscience has ordained that naat the Home in the future.
ture herself should be his teach er from
The latest kind of a spread-a "breadthe beginning; that he should have
spread.''
knowledge first hand, not as it had

i~

I

~

Mr. P. drew a book on fear-? and left
been interpreted by some one else.
Text book knowledge of science is by his card on the desk as follows: "Fear
itself absolutely valueless, for it has Jas. A. P.- Tuesday morning." Nobody was hurt.
not become the pupil's own.
Ask Hall if he ever tried to lock his
Great respect is due the modern
nose
' in his locker.
method which brings the child and nature into brotherly contact making
Ed. says it wasn't fifteen minutes
them better acquainted with each other after eleven that night.
and hence better friends. This is the
Messrs. H. and S. have .a new remedy
reason why in ninety-nine cases out of
for flies. A hornet's nest full of
every hundred we find students ot
live hornets hung up where the flies
science more in h armony with nature,
bother yo u will soon clear th e premises.
thus raising thems elves to a higher and
Interpret it your own way.
better moral plane than their non Mr. H . W. Hibbard of the Senior
scientific com pan ions.
class has been engaged by the Unity
In closing I would like to ask if we club of th is city to teach physical culshould not consider it our highest duty ture in their gymnasium.
t~ improve and increase the knowledge
Have you got your library lesson?
of nature, its phenomena and laws and
Teach~r
-What is a bat?
and thus aid ourselves and our sucPupi
l-A
bat is a dirty little mouse
cessors in our course towards the noble
with
India
rubber
wings, a shoe string
goal which lies before mankind.
for a tail, and bites lik~the d-~.
Andersonville and Libby prisons
have been reopened. :Does it mean
My stock of fall and winter goods is war?
now complete. The Normal students
Mac-W here did you get tho e
are cordially invited to call and a dis- shoes?
count will be allowed on all their purWaite-(Looking at his shoes. ) 1
chases. Mary Kron.
"bied" those, aren't th ey beauts."
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The girls complain of loss of 'appetite since Mr. and Mrs. MacArthur
left the home. Nothing like jolly
company in the dining room.
Mr. H. was caught in a "cyclone" on
.September 25th and has worn a pale
look about the mouth ever since-he
lost his mustache.
Miss Margie Fuller left tor home on
:September 26.
Prof. H.-How does lymph differ
from blood? ·
Mr. Cr-n-It is of a lighter complexion.
Miss Margaret Irish leftfor her home
,it Sauk Centre to nurse her sick brother just home from Chickamauga.
Prof. M.-- Do you think the owl
.has a wise look?
Miss B- -r--I wouldn't know a wise
look if I saw it.
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The normal foot ball team has finally
been organized with Paul Ashley as
captain. A change in the "line up" of
the team has greatly improved it, and
with the present way of going at it the
team will soon speak for itself. Two
games will be played here in the near
future. One with the N. P. team and
another with the St. Cloud team.
Mr. Courtney left on October 8th to
teach a term of school near Kimball.
We wish him success.
H. W . -I would rather go to the reformatory than teac h music.
But he
didn't go.
Can a cat turn a somer••iault in the
air? The Science club would like to
know .

Miss S., in the Science class---Once
in falling, my hands touched the ground
a second before my feet.
Paul says he never walked home so
Prof. Mc.--Where were your feet
fast before in his life. Wonder who he wh~n your ha nds touched.
walked with?
Miss M.--If that had been me it
Mr. T- is walking triangles now-a- would have bee n easy enough.
-days.
William Owen company at the DavidInquisitive student--How can we tell son Oct. 24 to 29.
:a bumble-bee from one of those things?
Say Mr, M.--What's the matter with
Meaning a robber fly.
your nose? Mr. M.-Nothing, only I
Prof. H .-Catch one and see.
tried to take a ride on it.
Speaker in civics class-Clerk, will
Mr. P- says there is a willow down
please give th e res ult?
the river that's "awful nice.''
Clerk-The vote stands IO ayes to 2
The best place to buy a hat or bonnet
noes.
if you want the correct thing is at
Speaker-IO eyes and 2 noses. The Mary Kron's.
"bill'' is passed.
The · Norma l school exhibit at the
The Zoology class went out in search
fair attracted a great deal of . attention
of beetles the other day. A sk th em
and the students in charge were kept
how many they caught.
busy explain ing and answering quesPhil. Georger of '98 was seen on the tions of visitors.
normal campus Saturday morning. Mr.
Wm. Owen who will be at the DavidGeorger is teaching near Rice, Minn.
s on next week is ack nowledged to be
Miss C-u-u-e in speaker's
Why-y-y, where am I at?

chair- one of the ablest students of Shakespear's great plays.
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Mrs. Skelton speaking to the girlsLieut. L. R. Holorook of Boise Bar-"Each one of you girls have four or racks, Idaho, was the guest ot his sister,
more gentleman friends to influence Miss Holbrook at the Home.
for good or evil."
·
Miss Lottie Thacker as Eva in Uncle
Girls-"N ot at this school, it is 16 to Tom's Cabin.
I the other way."
How did Alma Jess Junelillies get
William Owen company presents through the transom? What principle
only high-class plays--Shakespear's in physics did they, evidently, prove?
predominating.
Don't try to me rnorize the parts of
It is claimed that Mr. J-n is quite a the brain. They are in your head anyt(F)lasher of late.
how:_-to the E . G.s in Psy.
Two dishes of grapes wiU not scare
When you hear that bell go ding,.
the girls at table. No two. Try thir- ding, ding--well you know what to do,
teen.
but don't join hands in the hall. ,
Messrs. LaRue and Fazendin of St.
Oct. 8th, 9 p. m-grand rush for the
John's univtrsity visited at the Normal folding doo rs.
during the fair.
Why does an ice cream social induce
The next issue of the . N ormalia will one to join a class in vertical writi ng?
be an Evergreen number, published by H. W. H. can tell you.
the E. G. class.
Why is it that Mr. S. attends the Y.
Miss Emma Langdon of the E. G. P. meetings at the M. E . church of late.
Class has gone home on account of. the Perhaps Miss M. can solve the mystery.
sickness of her sister who is not exMr. ' Costello, one of last year's C.s,
pe cted to live.
visited the Normal a few days last
All Normal students should see Wil- week.
liam Owen, the brilliant actor at the
Salutations. A "cow" says moo ( ?)
Davidson Oct. 24 to 29.
We say, How do you do.
The prevailing question among the
Prof. S--r says the French say:
E. G.'s for a few minutes after the test Parlez Vous. ( Is that the way they
in psychology: "Say, what is an ad- teach French in New York?)
jective pronoun?"
Miss T. (finding two forks at her
plate)--I'm going to a wedding. Miss ~~~wmNNrWllNHiNN1iNl~W~
<Set )?our new jf ©utftt of
;
E .-A lady's or gen tl eman's.
• Prof. S-m·r-- Now Miss 0--r if you
an d I were walking do,wn the street together and I should leave you: how
m any would be left?
Voice from class- -Nothing.
Why did Miss R-- drop the cake;,
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Mr. Kook was the guest of his ~ AT PRICE'S
«
daughter, Miss Li ll ie Kook at the j
the store that sells to all alike.
Home.
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The Normal boys in Co. M. 13th
Minn., who are at Mani lla, were remembered by thei r felow students at
the N ormal. A collection was t ake n
up and everybody did his share in
helping to send the brave boys a suitable Xmas gift.

The practice te achers were kept
quite busy gett ing the Normal exhibit
ready for th e street fair.
Paul Ashley as captain of the foot
ball team is the right man in the right
place.
Prof.: Mr. T ., what is the relation
Prof. Mc--n sho win g a n ow l to between Mr. C. and the chair? Mr. T. :
the primary: Do yo u kn ow of any H e's sitting o n it.
other bird that has feet like the owl?
Mr. Sture tried to show the E. G.s
Bright little boy: Another owl.
how they might study the seed.
Ci cero: Q uo s stare a d cu riam.
I t is evident to all tha t the NoRMALIA
Mr. A - - y: Who sta re at th e sen- cannot be publis h ed without funds,
.at e house.
which must come from o ur advertisers.
Subs cri bers who do not receive their I n return they expect th e tra de of the
NoRMALIA or change their address Normal students. Before m aking your
sh ould notify th e business manager at purchases look up the wide awake
merchants-they adve r tise in the NoRonce and the pa per will be se nt.
MALIA, and let them k now that you
Paul says bridges are allright no mattrade with th em beca use they adve rtise
ter where th ey are.
iu your school paper.
·There are quite fre quent spreads a t
lVlary had a little lamb,
the hom e but th.e boys are not in it.
It follow e d her eac h day
Little things lead to g reat eve nts. Till Mary donned her gym nasium suit,
For example-a lamp chimney. Fun?
And t hen it ran awa y.
Ask Miss W-n which "snap shot"
Uncl e J ohn and Aunt Sa l of Waytaken at th e lake on Sunday, she likes back Now here have co me to make a
best.
visit with pa, ma a nd t he twins.
Impro mptu temperance teaching.
•Marcus erat prudens, qui vinum non Davidson Ope ra House·
-ONE '1ll LlD WEEK:gustaret. "
Miss M .: M arc us was prudent since
Ttl E EMIN ENT ACTOR,
he would no t taste poiso n ( venenum ).

OWEN.

Gttatify That ~~~~ET

lo a Repr~toir~
of 5 taodard Plays.

~~

AT.La.,."""'- -C0TTER & JONES'
~
All ou r outp ut is R bs olutely pure and made up an d
above b o ard before your very eye.
PRICES VERY L OW.

Notice I

POPULAR PRICES 26, 36 and 60c

H AVING res umed business at my ?id
stand-Hi Sixth ave. soutb-w1tb
a well selected stock I will be pleased
to meet my old friends and patrons.
Prices as formerly, to suit everyone .
Repairing, Cleaning
and P1essing Neatly Done.

BROWN,
THE TAILOR.
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A Pleasant Feature

BRING THE MONEY YOU HA VE
SAVED FOR A . . .

Fall Suit,
Overcoat and
Ulster, and Gent's
Furnishing Goods.
There is more money in it for you in our
stock, than you can find in all other clothing
h ouses in this city. Fur thermore our stock is
the la rgest and finest in the Northwest. Our
fall suits are certainly the most attractive we
have ever shown and is the talk of the town.
Our merchant tailoring department is the
largest in this city. We make Suits or Over·
coats to order from $13 .00 upwards and guar·
antee perfect fit.

Is the dining and cafe car service, serving a la carte meals, attached to Fast
Trains running from Minneapolis and
St. Paul to Milwaukee, Chicago, and
Eastern and Southern Points, via the
Wisconsin Ce9tral Lines. Your near-est ticket agent can tell you about
other pleasant features on the Wisconsin Central.
]As. 'c. POND, G. P. A.,
tf
Milwaukee, Wis.

a;;&~ c~;:tt1;:l-- 1

PALACE
PALA.CE
DINING
SLEEPING
CABS,
A.ND
ME..I..LS
FAM.ILY
SERVED
'l.'OUBIS'l'
P. S .- Special Discoun t to all Studente, Teachers
A LA CABTH
CABS.
and Professors .

~,ufit!Y,_c_~Plhia.1.

/

' •-----2!~

i
j
► F;:~~~,:~:';~;~'S. ~
i
!
i
f
i
i
•

:Y:-Y-¥¥V--V¥'¥¥:Y:¥¥, Through service between St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Th, fin:,,t .t=k of D«~ Goods,

·

Prices a lways compare favorable
with any Twin <:'ity stores. We
fit Kid Gloves a t our glove counter
and only sell reliable makes .

D r. Warner's, Thompson's Glove
Fitting and Flexibone Corsets, the
most popular mfgs. in America.

·

See our "ONEITA" Union Suits
at 50 cents and upwards. The
best 25c Fleeced Underwear, Fur
Collaretts and Muffs combined
with the £ nest stock of Cloaks in
St . Cloud -at

.

Helena, Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland.
Connections, at western terminal for Kootenai
co untry, Oregon a nd Califo r nia points, AJ&ska,
Japan a nd China. .Connections at Twin Cities for
points eas t an d south.

Passenger Trains leave as follows:
GOING WE81.'.

GOING JllA.i!T.

No.1ExSuaday 11 .15am. No.2ExSunday 1.45P"•
No.3daily4.00pm.
No.4dally 3.53 pm.
No.lllEx:SundayWillmar No. 8 daily 4.50am .
at 4.05pm
No. 6 arrives 3:60 p. ill.
No. 5 11:20 a. m.
No.112arrives from Wil\
No.7 daily 10.55 pm.
mar 11,00 am, ExSun.
No. 128 w ay freight Sandstone 7:00 am,
No. 127, from Sandstone anives 2:30 p. m.
No. 8 run~ via Cl arwat er.
No. 128 makes connection., aY Milaco ·
lo• West Superior r,n il Dulnth , ,.,.rh lni,,: Du ·
ulth nt 1:15 p . m.

......

Th" Great N o'l'thern offers spe,,inl ind...,.,,,...,nk

in the 1oay of e"'tra coaches, Jot• Normal atudMlt•

F!2!~~.,.:,~oo~~,!~:s, j

Depot located in center of ci ty.

Inj'ormati.ona.11 to

time of connections and rates of fare t1UZ b8

,p·r o-ptly (urnilfhed, on application.

:A:A:A:A&A.&.:A:A:A::A:A

J

addreas

Call on ~r

H, R. NEIDE, Agent.

TR

~f~©n©\.I ~i*~ll)l*n@ll)l fo

lY Ir

Jp'llj)yS1i~n~ll)l~ ~ !P'ir~~<elf'n!P'*i@ll)l~o

u <@!

m n FRESH

RI
J. pu. nnEu
u Ji JU,

JU• u.

519 St. Germain Street.
Office hours:

Sponges, Perfumes,
Hair Eru.shes,
Tooth Eru.shes and Fu.11
Line Druggist sundries.
O
.n, ~©~ ~1to iCTieirm~ill)l ~*,e
<@! TI ~ ~ 5)
~ii, @H@Y~,

11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 in the
af t ernoon, 7 to 8 evening.

5th Ave. So.

Under Grand Central Hotel.
l@"'Ladies' Haircutting and Shampooing

BOW 111\ll
C BROS.
l'i!i
ST.PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS
DULUTH
APIO POINTS

EAST&SOUTH

PROPRIETORS OF

And Bath Rooms,

~~:!~:~~ii1!

To

WALBRIDCE & PONTIUS,

-.-

Oooki.es,

for 25 c. We carry the best assortment
of candie.-, and fruits in the city.

~fi~~~
-:-BARBER SHOP

Bread,

:C'o
BUTTE
HELENA
S P OKANE
SEATTLE
TACOMA
PORTLAND
CALIFORNIA
JAPAN
CHINA
ALASKA
KLONDIKE

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank

VE 6'1'1BUL1<:D TR.AJNS-DINlNG CAliS

OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.

TIME CARD-ST. Cl:.OUD.

CAPITAL,

$150,000.

Banking in all its Branches.
-:Interest paid upon Time Deposits.
In Our ~ n vi:ngs Depar-tDJ.e:nt.
Deposits received in surus of $1.00 and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.
'C. M. HERTIG,
W. E. LEE,
President.
Vice-President.
A. BARTO,
0. H. HA VlLL,
2nd Vice-President.
Cashier.

IF YOU WISH ·ro
MEET WITU GOOD MEAT
GO TO ...

EAST B O U I\JD .
No. 4, Mpls. a nd St. Pa.ul Ex ......... 4:15 a. m.
No. 2 Atlantic Mail ........................ 2:20 p. m.
*No. 6, Mpls. and St. Paul Local...3:10 p. m.
WEST BO U N C ,
*No . 5 Fargo L o cal. .... ............ . .. 11:22 a. m.
No. 1 Pacific Ma ll .......................... 4:20 p. m.
No. 3 Dakota r xpress ........ ......... 10:35 p. m.
*Dally ex c~pt Su n day via Brainerd.

Pallman Pi r~t-tJlu~sa11d 'J'onn ,t 1'lrepini? <'ars

Kraemer's Meat Market ...

T ake your lau

nd

ry to .

.

St. Cloud Steam Laundry.

WHl.'RE THEY . .
METE l'l' OUT DAILY.
lfirKansas City Becfa Specialty.

Bemoved to 13 Fifth Ave. South;

li.inen Wotrk a Speeia.lty.
Specialratestostudents Cor5thaveandlstst.

<.W:'At -c'f''i¾#i)A~f"i¾g?/2'i¾#i)@► -c'f?~ -

If you want the
Latest News read ""' .... ""' '

ST. CLOUD~ M"INN.

CAFIT AL,

-

$100,000 ·

All Business Connected with General Banking will R~ceive Prompt Attention.

THE
SAINT
CLOUD

,s
.
== ~res
Journal

_......,...._._.............................-..-......---• 1 • • • • • •-

DIRECTORS.
' OFFICERS.
H. P. Bell, L. W. Collins, J. G. SMITH, President.
E,B. Smith W. B. Mitch- L. V,. COLLIN!!, Vice-Pree.

hn i~~t~:tok,;

c\l.irk~<j-~
.
Bensen, J. G. Smith.

Ed. SMITH, Cashier.

- ---'--------- -- - /

-------------~~►-~and ..
WEEKLY.
Best and finest equipped
~ J O B OFFICE

In the Northwest.

SWEETEN YO UR LIFE,
and make your little ones
happy by buying

FINE FRESH CANDIES, *
* AND CHOICE FRUITS,
All kinds of

... Tobaccos al)d Cigars .·
-AT-

FUFF E.E..OS ...
No. 80T St. Germain St.

